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I

Introduction
With the growing trend of using databases and forms to provide information

through Web pages, a significant portion of the information on the Web can now only be
obtained if a user fills in a form-like Web page which acts as an interface between the
user and the serving database. From the server point of view, this paradigm provides
better information management and a greater variety of ways to display information.
From the user point of view, this paradigm increases flexibility and control over what
data is retrieved and displayed. From a Web crawler’s point of view, however, this
paradigm makes it difficult to extract the data behind the form interface automatically.
This automation is desirable (1) when we wish to have automated agents search for
particular items of information, (2) when we wish to wrap a site for higher level query,
and (3) when we wish to extract and integrate information from different sites.

There are many ways to design Web forms, and dealing with all the possibilities
is not easy. Web form layouts have different combinations of form fields such as radio
buttons, checkboxes, selection lists, and text boxes. Figures 1 and 2 show two typical
Web form layouts for automobile classified advertisements. These two forms include
selection lists and text boxes. Besides having various form fields, some Web pages lead
to other forms for further inquiry. When a user enters a zip code in Figure 2, Figure 3 is
returned for further processing. Occasionally, returned Web documents include both
retrieved data and a form for further processing.

Besides data and forms for further processing, returned pages might return error
messages. In case of unsuccessful retrieval, some error messages are easy to recognize
automatically, such as the HTTP error message in Figure 4. Other error messages
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Figure 1: Typical Web form from an automobile advertisement Web site

Figure 2: Web form from a different car advertisement Web site
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are difficult to recognize automatically, such as the embedded error messages within the
page on which the form appeared in Figure 5. Users can usually understand these
embedded messages, but automated understanding is difficult.

Sometimes all the data behind a form can be retrieved with a single query. At
other times, the data must be obtained piecemeal using multiple queries with different
form field settings. When data is obtained piecemeal, we may retrieve duplicate
information. We would like to eliminate duplicate information, leaving only a clean set
of retrieved data.

Figure 3: Resulting form after the form in Figure 2 is submitted
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Figure 4: Error message encompassing an entire page

Figure 5: Error message embedded within a page
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All these issues present difficulties for automation. How does a system recognize
a form and form fields within it? How can a system automatically fill in the fields of a
form and submit it? How can a system deal with retrieved data, duplicate information,
possible error messages or error notification pages, and embedded Web forms inside
retrieved documents? In this thesis, we tackle these problems and make automated Web
form filling possible.

No other system we are aware of attempts to retrieve data behind forms as we do.
Other systems have been built that automatically fill in forms and submit them [e.g.
DEW97, EBC96, ECo99]. These other systems, however, just act as a tool to provide a
user’s information to supported target sites by automatically filling in compatible Web
forms [EBC96, ECo99], or only focus on specific items of interest [DEW97], rather than
on the more general goal of gathering the data available from a target site to be used for
further data extraction.
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II

Thesis Statement
This thesis proposes a system that automatically extracts data behind a Web form.

The system fills in HTML forms automatically, retrieves data, and eliminates duplicates.
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III

Methods
Our approach strives to retrieve the data behind a Web form. The system we

intend to build will recognize a form and form fields within it, automatically fill in and
submit the form, and deal with retrieved data, duplicate information and error messages.

Recognizing a Web form and its fields is the first step. A standard HTML Web
form consists of form tags—a start form tag <form> and an end form tag </form> —
within which the form fields reside [Dar99, Sta96]. Form fields may include radio
buttons, check boxes, selection lists, and text boxes. Figure 6 shows the source for an
HTML form for musical instrument classified ads. The first and last lines contain the
enclosing form tags. The <select> tag at the end of the 8th line opens a selection list, and
the </select> tag on the 17th line closes it. There are seven items on the selection list.

Our system will parse a Web document and recognize whether it contains a form
by detecting the presence of form tags. If form tags exist, the system will construct an
array of objects based on the fields of the form. Information to be collected includes
form field names, their types (e.g. radio, checkbox, text), and in some cases, their values.

Figure 7 shows an excerpt of the system’s marked-up printout of its internal
representation of the Web form in Figure 6. The internal representation includes the
source URL, the action path where the form is sent for processing, the number of fields
and the details for each field. The fields are win2_Elem_name_0, win2_Elem_name_1,…,
and win2_Elem_name_7, which respectively have the names category, manuf, model,
year, condition, sort_by, submit_search. Notice that the default value settings for most of
the fields are blank, which means not restricted. Only the value under sort_by, which is
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<form action="/cgi-bin/umg/search.cgi" method="POST"
enctype="x-www-form-encoded">
<div align="center"><center><table border="0">
<tr>
<td><font face="Arial"><strong>Category</strong></font></td>
<td><font
face="Comic Sans MS, Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif"><select
name="category" size="1">
<option selected value="">all categories</option>
<option value="accessories">accessories</option>
<option value="acoustic">acoustic (i.e. &quot;violins&quot;)</option>
<option value="drums">drums</option>
<option value="guitars">guitars</option>
<option value="keyboards">keyboards</option>
<option value="studio/stage">studio/stage</option>
</select> </font></td>
<td><font size="1" face="Arial">choose one</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><font face="Arial"><strong>Manufacturer</strong></font></td>
<td><font
face="Comic Sans MS, Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif"><input
type="text" size="30" name="manuf"> </font></td>
<td><font size="1" face="Arial">example </font><font
size="3" face="Arial">Gibson</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
...
<input type="text" size="30" name="model">
...
</tr>
</table>
</center></div><p align="right"><font
face="Comic Sans MS, Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif">Sort
results in alphabetical order of <select name="sort_by"
size="1">
<option selected value="1">Category</option>
<option value="2">Manufacturer</option>
…
</select><br>
</font></p>
<div align="right"><table border="0">
<tr>
<td><input type="reset" value="Clear Form"></font></td>
<td><input type="submit" name="submit_search" value="SEARCH"></td>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
</form>

Figure 6: Excerpt of the source code of a Web form
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Domain_Path: http://www.usedmusicgear.com
win2_form_action: /cgi-bin/umg/search.cgi
win2_Elem_length_0: 8
win2_Elem_name_0: category
win2_Elem_type_0: select-one
win2_Elem_value_0:
win2_Elem_option_length: 7
win2_Elem_option_0_0:
text: all categories
win2_Elem_option_0_1: accessories;
text: accessories
win2_Elem_option_0_2: acoustic;
text: acoustic (i.e. “violins”)
win2_Elem_option_0_3: drums;
text: drums
win2_Elem_option_0_4: guitars;
text: guitars
win2_Elem_option_0_5: keyboards;
text: keyboards
win2_Elem_option_0_6: studio/stage;
text: studio/stage
win2_Elem_name_1: manuf
win2_Elem_type_1: text
win2_Elem_value_1:
win2_Elem_name_2: model
win2_Elem_type_2: text
win2_Elem_value_2:
win2_Elem_name_3: year
win2_Elem_type_3: text
win2_Elem_value_3:
win2_Elem_name_4: condition
win2_Elem_type_4: text
win2_Elem_value_4:
win2_Elem_name_5: sort_by
win2_Elem_type_5: select-one
win2_Elem_value_5: 1
win2_Elem_option_length: 4
win2_Elem_option_5_0: 1;
text: Category
win2_Elem_option_5_1: 2;
text: Manufacturer
win2_Elem_option_5_2: 3;
text: Model
win2_Elem_option_5_3: 16;
text: Condition
win2_Elem_name_6:
win2_Elem_type_6: reset
win2_Elem_value_6: Clear Form
win2_Elem_name_7: submit_search
win2_Elem_type_7: submit
win2_Elem_value_7: SEARCH

Figure 7: Excerpt of our internal representation of a Web form

a selection list, has a non-blank default, namely 1, which means that the result will be
sorted by category.
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Based on the default setting and the standards of the HTML structure, we can
construct the query:

http://www.usedmusicgear.com/cgi-bin/umg/search.cgi?category=&manuf=
&model=&year=&condition=&sort_by=1&submit_search=SEARCH

This query fills in the form automatically and sends it back to the target site for a
response. Figure 8 shows the returned page for this query.

Figure 8: Returned page containing retrieved data based on the search query

We can construct other queries by selecting various combinations of selection-list
values, radio-button settings, and check-box selections. Usually, however, it is not
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reasonable to fill in text boxes automatically. Our system will allow a user to provide
values for text boxes, but will not require that values be provided. For forms with text
boxes, our system will only submit queries that have no entries for text boxes or that have
user-supplied text-box values. The text boxes in the query that returned the results in
Figure 8, for example, were all empty.

When our system submits a form for processing, seven different results are
possible. (1) The returned page will contain all the data behind the form. (2) The
returned page may contain data, but not show all the data for the query in a single page.
Instead, there may be a “next” button leading to another page of data, such as the “See
the next 20 hits” button in Figure 8. In this case, the system will automatically gather all
the data on all “next” pages into a single query result. (3) The query might return data,
but only part of the data behind the form because the query is just one of many possible
combinations of the form fields. (4) The query may return a page that not only contains
data, but also contains the original form. (5) The query may return a page that has
another different form to fill in. (6) The query might return an error message or an error
notification page, stating that certain text fields are required to be filled in, or simply a
message stating that there is no record found for that submitted query. (7) Some other
error cases might involve a server being down, an unexpected failure of a network
connection, or some other HTTP errors.

Despite the fact that we have many possible responses to a query, we proceed in
only one way (except for case 7 where we immediately stop and report any HTTP error.)
We proceed in two phases—a sampling phase and an exhaustive phase. In the sampling
phase, we first submit the form with default settings and then we randomly select formfield settings and repeatedly submit the form. Altogether we submit the form n times in
the sampling phase. We set n so that the probability is less than p percent that new
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information will be retrieved with additional submissions when no new information has
been retrieved from the n-1 submissions after the first. We let p be user defined, typically
somewhere around 5 %. If no new information is retrieved after the n-1 submissions
beyond the first, we stop and report the results to the user. If new information is
retrieved, we estimate the total amount of information likely to be returned and the time it
is likely to take to return it. If the totals are above a preset threshold, we report this to the
user and return the results of the sampling plus the estimate about how much data
remains to be retrieved as well as how much time it is likely to take to retrieve it. If the
totals are below the preset threshold or if the user makes a special request, we enter the
exhaustive phase and submit the form for all remaining form-field settings and return the
results to the user.

When we retrieve data, we must merge this data with already retrieved data. Our
merge is based on finding duplicate chunks of information [SCa00, Cca00], discarding
these chunks and keeping only the new information. After all processing takes place, we
can send the fully merged data downstream for further analysis and extraction [ECJ99].
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IV

Contribution to Computer Science
Our approach enhances the effectiveness of the data-extraction process by

retrieving data from Web documents that have form interfaces to their data.
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V

Delimitations of the Thesis
This thesis will not do the following:
-

Deal with a Web form unless it is in a standard form format.

-

Automate form filling for required text fields.

-

Load a database with extracted information (but will send data to downstream
processes that do extract and load the information in a database.)

-

Check the Web page for applicability with respect to an ontology.

-

Follow hyperlinks to other pages.

-

Handle forms that do not support passing parameters via the URL.

-

Process pages with multiple forms.

-

Process forms that span multiple pages.
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VI

Thesis Outline

1.

Introduction
1.1 The Problem
1.2

Thesis Organization

Estimated Length: 3 pages
2.

Automated Form Filling
2.1 Input Queries for Web Form Document
2.2 Details of Query Submission
Estimated Length: 15 pages

3.

Processing Retrieved Documents
3.1 Strategy for Handling Retrieved Documents
3.2 Duplicate Record Filtering
Estimated Length: 25 pages

4.

Experimental Analysis and Results
Estimated Length: 5 pages

5.

Related Work
Estimated Length: 2 pages

6.

Conclusions and Future Work
Estimated Length: 4 pages
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VII Thesis Schedule
A tentative schedule of this thesis is as follows:
Literature Search and Reading

August - September, December 1999
January - February 2000

Chapter 2

June, 2000

Chapter 3

July, 2000

Chapter 1 & 4

August, 2000

Chapter 5 & 6

September, 2000

Thesis Revision and Defense

October, 2000
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IX

Artifacts

The program that implements the retrieval of data behind Web forms using the
proposed approach will be written in PHP, JavaScript and Java on a Solaris (Intel) server.
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